MINUTES OF THE DQAC & DISC MEETING

DATE: 14/12/2018
TIME: 11.30AM •
VENUE: Conference Hall, Morigaon Civil Hospital

Today a meeting of DQAC & DISC was held under the chairmanship of Jt. Director of Health Services, Morigaon. The Addl.CM&HO(FW), Morigaon, the supdt. of Morigaon Civil Hospital, Dr. Rekha Bhuyan (Gynecologist), Empanelled Surgeon Dr. S.B. Bora, SDM&HO All BPHC, DPM Dipen Kalita, DCM, DFPC were present in the meeting. DFPC, NHM explained the objectives of the meeting gave a presentation on FP performance. The house emphasizes to improve and maintain the quality of Family Planning Activities. Moreover, it is also discussed to take team effort to increase the acceptance of PAFP in the district. In this regard the Addl. CM&HO(FW), Morigaon suggested for IPC. After that the following decisions were taken.

**PAFP:**
1. To take necessary step for providing quality service of PAFP service.
2. To extend the PAFP service to more HIs with record delivery.
3. Monitoring & evaluation should go step by step for strengthening services and fulfillment of any gap.

**LS & NSV**
4. To improve requirement & facilities for LS & NSV (FDS) beneficiaries during procedure so that no unethical issues can happen. In this connection monitoring should be done prior to the FDS.

The meeting ended with vote of thanks from the chair.

Jt. Director of Health Services
Morigaon:: Assam